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Girl God is born out of TAKI’s witness to atrocities

committed against Women during Liberia’s Civil War.

Girl God jackets are “crowns”, designed to honor regardless of 

the wars waged against every Woman across the world. The 

Girl God product line creates one of a kind hand designed 

jackets using reclaimed military uniforms as its canvas. These 

jackets connect our customers to this movement.

Introducing Girl God

Girl God’s mission is to transform pain and change the 

negative energy of personal “wars” into something beautiful 

through high end fashion, art and music
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World of Taki Gold represents an artistic way of expressing 

the transformation of personal wars into something beautiful 

in three distinct ways - fashion, music and art. The fashion 

line, Girl God, was created to pay homage to strength and 

power in Women. His music creates a cadence that

represents an interpretation of the war sounds in a different 

light. TAKI paints on canvas with a multidimensional approach 

that reflects the intensity of darkness and the richness of 

gold. His art honors Women who are devalued across the 

world.

OUR MISSION
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We believe in creating art that ignites Your personal 

strength enabling Your internal energy to overcome personal 

“wars”. We want to create a brand movement that recognizes 

Women as Gods with equal energy.

OUR FOCUS
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W h i t e  X
TRANSFORMATION OF EVERY INDIVIDUAL:

The X represents a butterfly and the transformation of hope into 

triumph.  In our weakest moment we rise up to become heroes 

J A G G E D  E D G E S

WAR-SCULPTED SOULS: 

War-sculpted souls - the grittiness of any war - those fought 

over diamonds, wars in the home over family, internal wars with 

one’s self - carves a unique story and purpose for every soul

P A I N T E D  D O T S

BULLET WOUNDS: 

Bullet Wounds - Wearing our earthly wounds as vibrant

superpowers, not as tragedies, we shine light on endless

possibilities in our lives

Every embellishment added to a Girl God jacket holds

meaning beyond playful celebration and beauty

DESIGNED FOR MEANING
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R E D  C O L L A R

BLOOD:

Our oneness as Gods is most notably connected through our 

blood

C R Y S T A L S

DIAMOND MINING: 

The jet black Swarovski Crystals decorating Girl God jackets 

shine as a replacement of the blood diamonds in the Liberian 

Civil War

G O L D  O U T L I N E

PURE SELVES: 

Our intrinsic, pure self resides within us, regardless of the

personal wars we have faced. The gold outline is a simple

reminder that our frame never loses value



Limited Edition
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$7000
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$4000
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$6000
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$5000



Air God
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$650
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$650
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$650



Butterfly Girl
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$1800
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$1800
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$1800
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$2100
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$1800



Yousaydou
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$2900
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$980
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$2900
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$1200
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$1800
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$1200
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$980



Mid Air
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$450



Bespoke
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About eight months ago, in a coffee shop while waiting 

for my oat vanilla latte, I had a chance encounter with Girl 

God designer, TAKI. This encounter created a paradigm 

shift so powerful that the course of my life would be forever 

changed. On the brink of failed relationship number three, I 

found myself so intrigued by his story and passion for

honoring the Women who shaped him as a child in the

Liberian Civil War. It ignited a power deep within my soul. 

Right away I asked TAKI to commission a crown for me. A 

crown that told my victory story as he called it. A story of 

survival from rape, domestic violence, and stage 4 cancer. All 

of these victory stories are a part of me and my crown. When 

I wear it I feel fierce, courageous and inspired to give strength 

to others by sharing my story. Wearing this crown allows me 

to embrace my past and look forward to the future.  I am no 

longer a victim of my personal “wars”.  

Lisa was the name that was given to me as a girl. Love I’ll See 

Again is my name as a Girl God.

Here is my Crown story
LISA WATSON
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TAKI is available by appointment only to create Your
custom crown.

Share Your story with the world and join our movement!



Artwork
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$4500
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$10,000



2 0 2 0

www.worldoftakigold.com


